
ARTICLES
Heading
Freezing! (dramatic)
My Lone Walk to the North Pole (a summary)
Rescue from the rapids (a summary)
What’s the big idea? (a question)
Seven banks a day are robbed in LA (a surprising)
You’re already well equipped to prevent crime (a surprising)
Opening
Did you know …?  What would you do if …?
General Structure
Give your article a heading or headline which makes the subject clear and also catches 
the reader’s attention.
Divide the article into paragraphs to help the reader follow the argument.
Begin with an interesting introduction – an example, perhaps, or a question.
End with an overall comment or concluding.

DISCURSIVE
Making points
Many people feel that ...   First and foremost, ...
It is widely believed that ...    It would be ideal if ...
Another argument in favour is ...
It is clear from the facts that ...
The benefits of ... outweigh the disadvantages. 
The advantages/ disadvantages are as follow...
The most convincing arguments in favour of ... are ...
I would mention...as the most discouraging feature of...
Here is the list of benefits...
On the whole, I think ...
Contrasting points
On the other hand, ...
Other people think ...
An opposing argument is ...
Giving opinions
I personally feel that ...
I find it hard to see why ...
I certainly don't believe that ...
It is difficult to believe that ...
I object to the cloning of animals.
Organising and linking your ideas
First of all, … Secondly, … In addition, …
Moreover, … Furthermore, …
So … As a result, … Therefore, …
However, … On the one hand … on the other hand …
On the whole … 
While it is true to say …  
Conclusion/summary
It is a good idea to repeat here why you are writing. It will show that you keep in mind 
the main point of your article.
Finally, …  To summarise,  In conclusion, In conclusion I would like to stress that...In my  
opinion...It  is  a  fact  that...It  appears  to/  seems  to/  tends  to  There  is  no  doubt 
that...Given this, it can be concluded that...Having proved/presented this, I would like 
to...


